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Abstract: Standardization of clinical laboratory test results has progressed 

through several stages. External quality assessment (EQA) identified that 

results were not equivalent in different laboratories in the 1950s.



External quality assessment (EQA) 

can assess the need for

harmonization of test results and 

monitor the success of

procedures to achieve 

harmonization of clinical laboratory 

test results.
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Role of EQA Schemes

• Post market surveillance







Note that the measuring system as described perfectly fulfils analytical 

performance specifications (APS) for combined uncertainty of serum creatinine 

measurement on clinical samples. After the introduction of a new lot of 

calibrator, we observed, however, a constant overestimation (in average, +8%) 

of creatinine results during the participation in the regional external quality 

assessment (EQA) scheme. As the analytical imprecision of the method was 

optimal, we verified the trueness of the measuring system by using the NIST 

SRM 967a reference material. This confirmed the presence of significant 

positive bias when the measuring system was calibrated with the new lot of 

calibrator. Consequently, the combined uncertainty experimentally obtained 

using this calibrator lot on clinical samples was much higher than the desirable 

performance goal.







•Quality of the EQA Target

•Commutability of the material

•APS for EQA





Other issues with Target assignment

• Reference method/SRM availability

• Cost

• Range of concentrations

• Time to get a result







Challenges









EQA Providers

• Not for profit – limitation on R&D

• Volunteers/passionate

• Parochial - loyalty

• Limited resources – time, money

• Proud

• Role of commercial EQA providers?



What is the role of EQA?

• Regulatory
− Police role
− APS
− Cost

• Aspirational

− Cost

• Frequency of challenge

− Cost
− Sample size
− Profit!

• Sharing results

− Classification
− privacy











I will conclude by quoting and commenting on Graham Jones’s personal observations [53]:

• If labs can do it differently, they will — setting standards is necessary as well as verifying their application

• Unless EQAS can show labs are the same, assume they are not — without adequate EQAS no further 

progress is possible

• If EQAS shows lab differences, it will not fix itself — EQAS organizers, as well as manufacturers and 

laboratorians have to take corrective action: only with category 1 or 2 EQAS corrective actions could be 

easily and correctly defined

• Action requires people talking, setting standards and doing

• Action should be local, national and international — no single organization can be successful alone.



Harmonization is a generalization of the concept of 

standardization that means achieving equivalent results, within 

medically meaningful limits, among different MPs using a 

scientifically sound approach.





20 fresh frozen serum samples

on 5 platforms



Frequency of EQA 

Challenges?

Risk points – change in 

calibrator, reagent lot or 

platform

Data Required

- Reagent lot

- Calibrator lot



Comparison

IQC EQA

Results Known Unknown

Results Available Immediately Later

Decision purpose Release or repeat 
analysis

Quality Improvement

Frequency Minimum daily, per 
batch, per shift

Periodically eg 1 / 

4weeks 2 / 4 weeks 
5 x 3 / year

Concentrations* Normal, abnormal Multiple 

concentrations, eg 
6-8

Assesses Bias Accuracy & 
imprecision

Comparison* Your lab only Your lab to all labs & 

other labs using your 
method



Quality Control Practices for Chemistry and Immunochemistry in a Cohort of 21 Large Academic Medical Centers, American Journal of Clinical 

Pathology, Volume 150, Issue 2, 3 July 2018, Pages 96–104

• A six-question survey about QC practices was distributed to laboratory directors at 21 large academic medical centers. 

• These centers were chosen for their size and national reputation based on the US News & World Report 2016 to 2017 hospital top 20 honor roll.

• Overall, our findings demonstrate a heterogenous but surprisingly similar grouping of QC practices at these academic laboratories. 

• At least 75% of the hospitals used a QC range of 2 SD, 

• Virtually all (90%) used the policy of repeating an out-of-control QC and accepting results if the repeat value comes into control. 

• For IM, 17 (81%) hospitals chose a 2-SD rule, one (5%) chose 3 SD, and three (14%) chose some permutation of the Westgard rules.

There appears to be no systematic approach to defining QC rules or frequency.







The future?

The Laboratory

Manufacturers

Reference  

Laboratory

EQA ProviderAlert



Summary

• We are challenging the value of conventional EQA programs

• Key factors are commutability, target setting, APS, method (sub)classification

• EQA schemes need to harmonise

• Different form of EQA needed – real time and more data needed from 

participants

• Who tells the manufacturer?




